INTRODUCTION
A major debate concerning the dynamic properties of macroeconomic and financial time series has been going on since Nelson and Plosser (1982) published their stimulating article in the Journal of Monetary Economics a decade ago. The primary issue involves the longrun response of a trending data series to a current shock to the series. The traditional view holds that current shocks only have a temporary effect and that the longrun movement in the series is unaltered by such shocks. Nelson and Plosser challenged this view and argued, using statistical techniques developed by Fuller (1979, 1981) , that current shocks have a permanent effect on the long-run level of most macroeconomic and financial aggregates. Others, including Mankiw (1987, 1988) , Clark (1987) , Cochrane (1988) , Shapiro and Watson (1988), and Christian0 and Eichenbaum (1989) , have argued that current shocks are a combination of temporary and permanent shocks and that the long-run response of a series to a current shock depends on the relative importance or "size" of the two types of shocks.
Recent research has cast some doubt on Nelson and Plosser7s conclusions. In particular, Perron (1988 Perron ( ,1989 argued that if the years of the Great Depression are treated as points of structural change in the economy and the observations corresponding to these years are removed from the noise functions of the els son and Plosser data, then a "flexible" trend-stationary representation is favored by 11of the 14 series. Similarly, Perron showed that if the first oil crisis in 1973 is treated as a point of structural change in the economy, then one can reject the unit-root hypothesis in favor of a trendstationary hypothesis for postwar quarterly real gross national product (GNP). These results imply that the only observations (shocks) that have had a permanent effect on the long-run level of most macroeconomic aggregates are those associated with the Great Depression and the first oil-price crisis.
We enter this debate by taking issue with the unitroot testing procedure used by Perron (1989) (hereafter referred to as Perron). In particular, we examine the sensitivity of Perron's results to his exogeneity assumption concerning the Great Depression and the 1973 oil crisis. A skeptic of Perron's approach would argue that his choices of breakpoints are based on prior observation of the data and hence problems associated with "pre-testing" are applicable to his methodology. Simple visual inspection of the Nelson and Plosser data shows that there is an obvious jump down for most of the series occurring in 1929. Due to the sudden change in the data at 1929, Perron chooses to treat the drop in the Nelson and Plosser series as an exogenous event. This jump, however, could be interpreted as a realization from the tail of the distribution of the underlying data-generating process. This interpretation views the Great Depression as a shock or a combination of shocks from the underlying errors.
Similarly, an examination of the postwar quarterly GNP data shows a slowdown in GNP growth after the oil crisis in 1973. Analogous to his treatment of the Nelson and Plosser data, Perron's statistical model handles the slowdown in growth after the 1973 oil crisis as an event external to the domestic economy. Although it seems reasonable to regard the formation of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries as an exogenous event, there are other big events such as the 1964 tax cut, the Vietnam War, and the financial deregulation in the 1980s that could also be viewed ex ante as possible exogenous structural breakpoints. Perron's preference for the 1973 oil-price crisis is undoubtedly influenced by his prior examination of the data.
If one takes the view that these events are endogenous, then the correct unit-root testing procedure would have to account for the fact that the breakpoints in Perron's regressions are data dependent. The null hypothesis of interest in these cases is a unit-root process with drift that excludes any structural change. The relevant alternative hypothesis is still a trend-stationary process that allows for a one-time break in the trend function. Under the alternative, however, we assume that we do not know exactly when the breakpoint occurs. Instead, a data-dependent algorithm is used to proxy Perron's subjective procedure to determine the breakpoints. Such a procedure transforms Perron's unitroot test, which is conditional on a known breakpoint, into an unconditional unit-root test.
We develop a unit-root testing procedure that allows for an estimated break in the trend function under the alternative hypothesis. Using our procedure on the data series analyzed by Perron, we find less conclusive evidence against the unit-root hypothesis than he found. In particular, using our asymptotic critical values, we cannot reject the unit-root hypothesis at the 5% level for 4 of the 10 Nelson and Plosser series for which Perron rejected the hypothesis-namely, real per capita GNP, GNP deflator, money stock, and real wages. We still reject the unit-root hypothesis, however, for 6 of the series. Furthermore, contrary to Perron, we cannot reject the unit-root null at the 5% or 10% level for the postwar quarterly real GNP series.
We also investigate the accuracy of our asymptotic approximations by computing the exact finite-sample distributions of our test statistics for the two data sets by Monte Carlo methods, assuming normal autoregressive moving average (ARMA) innovations. Here we find that our asymptotic critical values are more liberal than the finite-sample critical values. Using the finite-sample critical values, we cannot reject the unitroot hypothesis at the 5% level for three more of the series that Perron rejected-namely, employment, nominal wages, and common-stock prices (although the latter two are very close to being rejected at the 5% level). We can, however, still reject the unit-root null at the 5% level for the real-GNP and nominal-GNP series, and we can reject the unit-root null at the 1% level for the industrial-production series.
For the series for which we reject the unit-root null using our finite-sample critical values, we investigate the possibility that the distributions of the innovations driving these series have tails thicker than the normal distribution. Our estimates of the kurtosis of these series lead us to believe that Student-t innovations may be more appropriate than normal innovations for some of these series. We recompute the finite-sample distributions using Student-t ARMA innovations, with degrees of freedom determined by equating sample kurtosis values to theoretical kurtosis values. Although the percentage points of the finite-sample distributions using the t innovations are uniformly larger (in absolute value) than the corresponding percentage points assuming normality, our unit-root testing conclusions remain the same as in the normal case. Thus our finite-sample results for these series are robust to some relaxations of the normality assumption.
Last, we consider the effects of relaxing the assumption of finite variance by computing the finite-sample distributions of our test statistics using stable ARMA innovations. Our conclusion is that it would take only slightly more than infinite variance for us not to reject the unit-root hypothesis for all of the series. On the other hand, the estimates of kurtosis do not indicate that the series have infinite-variance innovations.
The approach of this article is similar to that taken by Christiano (1992) . His results, however, were based solely on bootstrap methods. The latter have questionable reliability in regression models with dependent errors and small sample sizes. Christiano also limited his analysis to the postwar quarterly real-GNP series.
The asymptotic distribution theory developed here is quite similar to that of Banerjee, Lumsdaine, and Stock (1992) , although our empirical applications are substantially different. Our asymptotic theory was developed simultaneously and independently of the theory presented by Banerjee et al.
The empirical results of this article are quite similar in many respects to some of those given by Perron (1990) subsequent to the article under discussion. (In particular, Perron's [I9901 results given in his column labeled "p-value (t sig)" in tables VI and VIlI correspond closely to ours except for the wage and real-wage series. The differences between his results and ours that arise for the latter series are due to his inclusion of a one-time dummy at the time of structural change in the estimated regression model, which we do not include.) Perron (1990) looked at several different data-dependent methods of determining k, whereas we consider only the method used by Perron (1989) .
Other works in the literature that are related to this one include those of Rappoport and Reichlin (1989) , Rappoport (1990) , and Banerjee, Dolado, and Galbraith (1990) .
The outline of this article is as follows. Section 2 reviews Perron's unit-root testing methodology and presents our testing strategy. Section 3 contains the requisite asymptotic distribution theory for our unit-root test in time series models with estimated structural breaks. We derive the asymptotic distributions for the test statistics, tabulate their critical values, and compare the latter to the critical values used by Perron. Section 4 applies our results to the Nelson and Plosser data and the postwar quarterly real GNP data. Section 5 investigates the finite-sample distributions of the test statistics by Monte Carlo methods. This section determines the difference in test size between the finite-sample distributions and the asymptotic distributions and determines the effect of fat-tailed innovations on the finitesample distributions of our test statistics. Section 6 contains our concluding remarks.
MODELS AND METHODOLOGY
Perron developed a procedure for testing the null hypothesis that a given series b,};has a unit root with drift and that an exogenous structural break occurs at time 1 < TB < T versus the alternative hypothesis that the series is stationary about a deterministic time trend with an exogenous change in the trend function at time TB. He considered three parameterizations of the structural break under the null and the alternative. Following the notation of Perron, the unit-root null hypotheses are Model (A): y, = p + dD(TB), + y,-I + e,, and Model (C): y, = p1 + y,-I + dD(TB),
where D(TB), = 1 if t = TB + 1, 0 otherwise;
, with A(L) and B(L) pth and 9th order polynomials in the lag operator. Model ( A ) permits an exogenous change in the level of the series, Model (B) allows an exogenous change in the rate of growth, and Model (C) admits both changes.
The trend-stationary alternative hypotheses considered are Model (A): y, = p1 + Pt + (p2 -pl)DU, + e,, Model(B): y, = p + P1t + (P, -Pl)DT; + e,, and Model (C): y, = p + P1t + (p2 -p,)DU,
where D T j = t -TB if t > TB and 0 otherwise. As with the unit-root hypotheses, Model (A) allows for a one-time change in the level of the series, and, appropriately, Perron called this the "crash" model. The difference p2-p1represents the magnitude of the change in the intercept of the trend function occurring at time TB. Perron labeled Model (B) the "changing growth" model, and the difference P, -P1represents the magnitude of the change in the slope of the trend function occurring at time TB. Model (C) combines changes in the level and the slope of the trend function of the series.
Perron proposed Model (A) (the crash model) for all of the Nelson and Plosser series except the real-wage and common-stock-price series, for which he suggested Model (C). He submitted Model (B) as the representation for the postwar quarterly real-GNP series. His arguments for these representations were based primarily on visual inspection of the data.
Perron employed an adjusted Dickey-Fuller (ADF) type unit-root testing strategy (see Dickey and Fuller 1981; Said and Dickey 1984) . His test for a unit root in Models (A), (B), and (C) involve the following augmented regression equations:
and The k extra regressors in the preceding regressions are added to eliminate possible nuisance-parameter dependencies in the limit distributions of the test statistics caused by temporal dependence in the disturbances. The number k of extra regressors is determined by a test of the significance of the estimated coefficients E j (i = A, B, C) (as will be described).
For Model (B), we use the intervention outlier model instead of the two-step additive outlier model used by Perron. This latter regression is of the form where { j ? } are the residuals from a regression of y, on a constant, time trend, and DT:. Perron and Vogelsang (1991) showed that the asymptotic distribution of liB from (2) (when TB is known) is given in theorem 2 of Perron and that this distribution is different from the asymptotic distribution of tiB from (2a). We note, however, that the two models give essentially the same empirical results for the postwar quarterly real-GNP series and that the finite-sample distributions of tiB from the two models for this series are very close.
To formally test for the presence of a unit root, Perron considered the following statistics computed from (1)-(3):
which represents the standard t statistic for testing CJ = 1. These statistics depend on the location of the break fraction (or breakpoint) A = TB/T, and we exhibit this dependence explicitly because this notation will be useful for the analysis that follows. Perron's test for a unit root using (4) can be viewed as follows: Reject the null hypothesis of a unit root if where K,(A) denotes the size (Y critical value from the asymptotic distribution of (4) for a fixed A = TB/T. Perron derived the asymptotic distributions for these statistics under the preceding null hypotheses and tabulated their critical values for a selected grid of A values in the unit interval. Based on the critical values for (4), he rejected the unit-root hypothesis at the 5% level of significance for all of the Nelson and Plosser data series except consumer prices, velocity, and interest rates. He also rejected the unit-root hypothesis at the 5% level for the postwar quarterly real GNP series. We construe Perron's test statistic (4) in a different manner. Perron's null hypotheses take the break fraction A to be exogenous. We question this exogeneity assumption and instead treat the structural break as an endogenous occurrence; that is, we do not remove the Great Crash and the 1973 oil-price shock from the noise functions of the appropriate series. Our null hypothesis for the three models is Since we consider the null that the series {yJ is integrated without an exogenous structural break, we view the selection of the breakpoint, A, for the dummy variables in Perron's regressions (1)-(3) as the outcome of an estimation procedure designed to fit {yJ to a certain trend-stationary representation; that is, we assume that the alternative hypothesis stipulates that {y,} can be represented by a trend-stationary process with a onetime break in the trend occurring at an unknown point in time. The goal is to estimate the breakpoint that gives the most weight to the trend-stationary alternative. Our hope is that an explicit algorithm for selecting the breakpoints for the series will be consistent with Perron's (subjective) selection procedure. (Note that several recent works in the econometric literature consider the problem of testing for structural change with unknown changepoint; see Ploberger, Kramer, and Kontrus 119891, Andrews [1989] , Chu 119891, and Hansen [1992] . The problem considered here differs from that considered in the aforementioned works. It is one of testing for a unit root against the alternative of stationarity with structural change at some unknown point.)
One plausible estimation scheme, consistent with the preceding view, is to choose the breakpoint that gives the least favorable result for the null hypothesis (6) using the test statistic (4); that is, A is chosen to minimize the one-sided t statistic for testing a' = 1 (i = A, B, C), when small values of the statistic lead to rejection of the null. Let A:,, denote such a minimizing value for model i. Then, by definition,
AEA where A is a specified closed subset of (0, 1). With the null model defined by (6) we no longer need the dummy variable D(TB), in (1) and (3). Therefore, following Perron's ADF testing strategy, the regression equations we use to test for a unit root are where DU,(A) = 1 if t > TA, 0 otherwise; DT:(A) = t -TA if t > TA, 0 otherwise. We put "hats" on the A parameters in (1')-(3') to emphasize that they correspond to estimated values of the break fraction. [Except for one series, the effect of excluding D(TB), from (1') and (3') is to increase in absolute value the magnitude of the t statistic for testing ai= 1. The actual changes in the t statistics for the series with estimated breakpoints equal to Perron's NOTE: The minimum t statistics were determined as follows. For each series. Equation (I,), (2'), or (3') was estimated with the breakpoint, Je, ranglng from t = 2 tot = J-I. For each regression, k was determined as described in the paragraph following Equation (37, and the t statistic for testing d = 1 was computed. The minimum t statistic reported is the minimum over all J-2 regressions. The symbols ', ", and "'indicate that the unit-root hypothesis is rejected at the 10% 5%, and 1%levels, respectively, using Perron's critical values.
series, (l'), (2'), or (3') was estimated by ordinary least imizing breakpoint occurs in the second quarter of 1972. squares with the break fraction, A = TB/T, ranging from Perron's choice of 1973:I produces the fifth smallest t j = 2/T to j = (T -1)lT. (This range corresponds to statistic. The numerical difference between the t statisour choice of A = [.001, .999]. In fact, the results are tics for these two dates, however, is very small. The not sensitive to this particular choice of A.) For each break years corresponding to the minimum t statistics value of A, the number of extra regressors, k, was defor the Model (C) series do not coincide with the year termined using the same procedure as that of Perron, of the Depression. The estimated break year for the and the t statistic for testing a' = 1was computed. The common-stock price series is 1936 and the break year minimum t statistics reported are the minimums over for the real-wage series is 1940. As these results show, all T -2 regressions, and the break years are the years our breakpoint algorithm is generally, though not comcorresponding to the minimum t statistics. (It is imporpletely, consistent with the subjective selection procetant to note that the number of extra regressors, k, dure used by Perron for the Nelson and Plosser series required for the ADF regressions was allowed to vary and the postwar quarterly real GNP series. for each tentative choice of A. We determined k using When we treat the selection of A as the outcome of the same selection procedure as that used by Perron; an estimation procedure, we can no longer use Perron's that is, working backward from k = k, we chose the critical values to test the unit-root hypothesis. To see first value of k such that the t statistic on 2, was greater this, consider the minimum t statistic breakpoint estithan 1.6 in absolute value and the t statistic on E, for mation procedure. With this definition of the break t > k was less than 1.6. For the Nelson and Plosser fraction, our interpretation of Perron's unit-root test series, we set k = 8, and for the postwar quarterly real becomes the following: Reject the null of a unit root if GNP series, we set k = 12. These are the same values of k used by Perron, although a typographical error in inf t&i(A) < K:,~,,,
his article erroneously indicates that he used k = 12
for the Nelson and Plosser series.) where K :~~, , denotes the size a left-tail critical value from From Table 1 we see that the break year that minithe asymptotic distribution of inf,,, t,,(A). By definimizes the one-sided t statistic for testing oA = 1 does, tion, the left-tail critical values in (8) are at least as in fact, correspond to the year of the Great Depression, large in absolute value as those computed for an arbi-1929. for the eight series that Perron rejected the unittrary fixed A. If one takes this unconditional perspecroot hypothesis. The three series with estimated breaktive, then Perron's unit-root tests are biased toward points not consistent with Perron's choice are consumer rejecting the unit-root null hypothesis because he uses prices, velocity, and the interest rate. These are also critical values that are too small (in absolute value). the series for which Perron does not reject the unit-root
The extent of this size distortion depends on the maghypothesis. The break years for these series are 1873, nitude of the difference between the critical values de-1949, and 1932 , respectively. The estimated break date fined in (8) and those defined in ( 5 ) . To determine this for the velocity series corresponds to the widely noted difference, the asymptotic distributions of the test staleveling off of the series in the mid to late 1940s.
tistics inf,,, t,,(A) (i = A, B, C) are required. These For the postwar quarterly real GNP series, the mindistributions are derived in Section 3. 
ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION THEORY
The asymptotic distributions of the minimum t statistics may be compactly expressed in terms of standardized Brownian motions. Folloqving Phillips (1988) , Park and Phillips (1988) , and Ouliaris, Park, and Phillips (1989) Notice that if we allow that A = 0 or 1, the preceding minimization problem, and the minimization problems for Models (B) and (C), do not have unique solutions due to the singularity of the matrix defining the normal equations.
The following theorem gives the asymptotic distributions for the minimum t statistics in terms of Wi(A, r). Theorem 1. Let {y,) be generated under the null hypothesis (6) and let the errors {e,) be iid, mean 0, variance u 2 random variables with 0 < u2 < m. Let t,,(A) denote the t statistic for testing a' = 1 computed from either (l'), (29, or (3') with k = 0 for Models i = A, B and C, respectively. Let A be a closed subset of (0, 1). Then, The proof is given in Appendix A. The limiting distributions presented in Theorem 1 are for the case in which the disturbances are independent and there are no extra lag terms in the regression equations (1')-(3'). If we allow the disturbances to be correlated and heterogeneously distributed, then the asymptotic distributions in the theorem become nonstandard in that they depend on the nuisance parameters u 2 = lim,, ET-1(XTe,)2 and a: = lim,, ET-lZre:. Two approaches have been employed in the time series literature to eliminate this nuisance-parameter dependency. One approach is due to Phillips (1987) . His technique is based on the result that if consistent estimators of u 2 and u$are available then one can derive a nonparametric transformation of the test statistics whose limiting distributions are independent of the population parameters u2 and (+$.It should not be too difficult to extend Theorem 1 to incorporate Phillips's technique of handling serial correlation. The other approach is the A D F approach referred to previously. It is based on the addition of extra lags of first differences of the data as regressors. The number of extra regressors must increase with the sample size at a controlled rate. With the ADF procedure, the errors are restricted to the class of ARMA (p, q ) processes. Since we follow Perron and use the ADF approach, we consider the following assumption. When the error sequence {e,)satisfies Assumption 1, we conjecture, based on arguments outlined by Said and Dickey (1984) , that the limiting distributions of the test statistics computed from the A D F regression equations (1')-(3') are free of nuisance parameter dependencies and have the limiting distributions presented in the theorem. In fact, the proof of this conjecture is apt to be tricky and rather involved. For the case in which q = 0 and k ( z p ) is fixed and independent of T in Assumption 1, the proof is clearly easier than when k 5 m; see Banerjee et al. (1992) for a treatment of this case. We do not give a proof of the efficacy of the ADF procedure, but we use it in the following empirical applications.
Critical values for the limiting distributions in the theorem are obtained by simulation methods; that is, the integral functions in the theorem are approximated by functions of sums of partial sums of independent normal random variables. The method used is described in Appendix B.
The critical values for the limiting distributions of the minimum t statistics and for the t statistics used by Perron are presented in Tables 2-4. Estimates of their densities are plotted in Figure 1 . As expected, for a given size of a left-tailed test, the critical values for inf,,,t,, (A) are larger in absolute value (more negative) than the critical values obtained by Perron for any fixed value of the break fraction A. The biggest difference occurs for the Model (A) densities. At the 5% level, the critical value for inf,,,t,, (A) is -4.80 and the average value, over A, of Perron's critical values is -3.74. Thus, at the 5% level, our critical value is roughly 24% larger (in absolute value) than Perron's and at the 1% level our critical value is about 23% larger. For the Model (B) densities, our 5% critical value is -4.42 and Perron's average critical value is -3.84. For the Model (C) densities, our 5% critical value is -5.08 and Perron's average value is -4.07.
( tortion of Perron's test statistics incurred by ignoring the pretest information concerning the location of the trend break. Table 5 gives the actual asymptotic sizes of tests based on the statistic inf,,,t,,(A) that uses Perron's 5% critical values. We see that the size distortion is quite dramatic for Models (A) and (C), where the Figure 1clearly illustrate this distortion. For all models, the asymptotic densities of the minimum t statistics are shifted to the left of the Perron densities. The densities for the minimum t statistics also have thinner tails than the Perron densities.
EMPIRICAL APPLICATIONS
We now apply the unit-root test developed in the previous sections to the data series analyzed by Perron.
(The Nelson and Plosser data were generously provided by Charles Nelson. The postwar quarterly real GNP series [GNP82] was extracted from the Citibase data bank.) We analyze the natural logarithm of all the data except for the interest-rate series, which is analyzed in levels form. Table 6 , A-C, presents the estimated regressions for all of the series using the regression equations (1')-(3'), t statistics are in parentheses. The t statistic for tii is for testing the hypothesis that a' = 1 (i = A, B, C).
These results are somewhat different from the results in Perron's table 7 for two reasons. First, the break years defining the dummy variables are estimated according to (7) instead of being fixed at 1929 or 1973:I. This has relevance only for the series whose estimated break years are different from the ones used by Perron. Second, we do not impose a structural break under our null hypothesis, and hence, the variable D(TB), is not included in the regressions. This affects only the Model (A) and Model (C) regressions. For this effect, the most notable change in the regression results is that the estimated t statistics for testing a' = 1 (i = A and C) increased (in absolute value) for a majority of the series, see the preceding paragraph that contains Equation (3'). Often this increase was substantial. For example, the absolute change in the t statistic for the real per capita GNP series is .52 ( -4.61 -( -4.09)), which is roughly 13%. For most of the affected series, this change favors the trend stationary alternative.
The results of our unit-root tests are also presented graphically in Figure 2 appropriate asymptotic 5% critical value (in absolute capita GNP series. We cannot reject the unit-root null value) for the minimum t statistic, and a line depicting at the 5% or 10% level, however, for the GNP-deflator, the appropriate 5% critical value from Perron's asympconsumer-prices, money-stock, velocity, and interesttotic distributions for a fixed break date. A line labeled rate series. In fact, the p values for these series, com-"Finite Sample 5% C.V.," which will be explained later, puted from the asymptotic distribution of inf,,,t,,(h), is also superimposed on the time plots.
are .278, .951, .174, .737, and .999, respectively. Thus, Consider first the results for the Model (A) series, by endogenizing the breakpoint selection procedure, we presented in Table 6 , panel A. From Table 1 , we know reverse Perron's test conclusions for the GNP deflator that Perron's break fraction for 8 of the 11 series corand nominal-money-stock series and weaken the eviresponds to the break fraction associated with the mindence against the unit-root hypothesis for the remaining imum t statistic for testing oF = 1. This can also be series. seen graphically from Figure 2 , where, clearly, the largNext, consider the results for the Model (B) series est t statistic (in absolute value) for these series occurs presented in Table 6 , panel B. The estimated break at TB = 1929. These 8 series are also the ones for which date for the postwar quarterly real GNP series occurs Perron rejects the unit-root null hypothesis at a 5% three quarters prior to Perron's choice of 1973:I, so it significance level using his critical values for a fixed seems reasonable to apply our methodology to this sebreakpoint. Now, treating the break fraction as the outries. Using the critical values from Table 3 , panel A, come of the estimation procedure defined by (7) and we find, contrary to Perron, that we cannot reject the using the critical values from Table 2 , panel A, we can unit-root null at the 5% level. The asymptotic p value reject the unit-root null at the 1% level for the realfor the t statistic is .105. GNP, nominal-GNP, and industrial-production series.
Finally, the results for the Model (C) series are given We can reject the unit-root null at the 2.5% level for in Table 6 , panel C . For these series the estimated break the nominal-wage series, at the 5% level for the emyears do not coincide with Perron's choices. Nevertheployment series, and at the 10% level for the real per less, using our estimated breakpoints for these series 1928 1938 1948 1958 1918 1928 1938 1948 1958 Year Year 2 1898 1908 1918 1928 1938 1948 1958 1895 1905 1915 1925 1935 1945 1955 1965 Year Year 1903 1913 1923 1933 1943 1953 1963 1908 1918 1928 1938 1948 1958 Year Year
Log Consumer Prices T-Statistics --Log Wages -T-Statistics I , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , , Figure 2 . (continued) and the critical values from Table 6 , we reject the unit-root null for the common-stock price series at the 1% level, but, contrary to Perron. we cannot reject the unit-root null at the 1%. 556, or 10% level for the real wage series. The asymptotic p value for the t statistic is ,119. Table 7 compares the p values computed from Perron's fixed-A distributions to the p values computed from our asymptotic distributions, as well as p values from distributions that will be explained later. The table clearly shows the effects of incorporating the pretest trend-break information on the asymptotic distributions of the unit-root tests. In sum, by endogenizing Perron's breakpoint selection procedure, we reverse his conclusions for 5 of the 11 series for which he rejects the unitroot null hypothesis at 5% and for 4 of the 11 series for which he rejects at 10%. (Of course, our inability to reject the unit-root null hypothesis for these series should not be interpreted as an acceptance of the unitroot hypothesis.) On the other hand, even after adjusting for pretest examination of the data, we reject the unit-root null for 6 series using our 5% asymptotic estimated breakpoint critical values and for 7 series using 10% critical values. 
FINITE-SAMPLE RESULTS
The sample sizes for the series under consideration range from T = 62 to T = 111. In addition, there appears to be considerable temporal dependence in the data. In consequence, our asymptotic critical values may differ from the appropriate finite-sample critical values. In this section, we investigate this possibility by computing the finite-sample distributions of our test statistics, under specific distributional assumptions, by Monte Carlo methods.
To compute the finite-sample distributions of the minimum t statistics, one has to make specific assumptions concerning the underlying error sequence {e,)for each series. First, we suppose the errors driving the data series are normal ARMA(p, q) processes. In this case, the first differences of the series are normal ARMA(p, q) processes, possibly with nonzero mean, under the null hypothesis. To determinep and q, we fit ARMA(p, q) models to the first differences of each series, and we use the model-selection criteria of Akaike (1974) and Schwarz (1978) to choose the optimal ARMA(p, q) model with p , q I5. The Akaike criterion minimizes 2 In L + 2(p + q), where L denotes the likelihood function. The Schwarz criterion minimizes 2 In L + ( p + q) In T, where T is the sample size. The Schwarz criterion penalizes extra parameters more heavily than does the Akaike criterion. We then treat the optimal estimated ARMA(p, q) models as the true datagenerating processes for the errors of each of the series. Table 8 , panels A and B, presents the chosen models for each of the data series. In most cases the Akaike and Schwarz criteria select the same model. ARMA(1, 0) models are selected by both criteria for the real-GNP, nominal-GNP, real per capita GNP, GNP-deflator, and money-stock series, whereas ARMA(0, 1) models are selected by both criteria for the employment, nominalwages, velocity, and real-wages series. In addition, an ARMA(0, 5) model is selected by both criteria for the industrial-production series. The Akaike criterion favors an ARMA(5, 0) model for stock prices, an ARMA(3, 0) model for interest rates, an ARMA(1, 1) model for consumer prices, and an ARMA(O,3) model for postwar quarterly real GNP; the Schwarz criterion chooses ARMA(0, I), ARMA(2,0), ARMA(0, I), and ARMA(1, 0) models for these series, respectively. In those cases in which the two criteria choose different models, we select the most parsimonious model.
To determine the finite-sample distributions of our test statistics under the null hypothesis with the preceding error distributions, we perform the following Monte Carlo experiment. For each series, we construct a pseudo sample of size equal to the actual size of the series using the optimal ARMA(p, q) models described previously with iid N(0, a 2 ) innovations, where a2is the estimated innovation variance of the optimal ARMA(p, q) model. Then, for each j = 2, . . . , T -1, we set A = j/T, determine k as described in the paragraph following Equation (37, and compute t,,(A) using either (Ir), (2'), or (3'). Our test statistic is then determined to be the minimum t statistic over all T -2 regressions. We repeat this process 5,000 times, and the critical values for the finite-sample distributions are obtained from the sorted vector of replicated statistics. Table 9 , panels A-C, display the percentage points of the finite-sample distributions of the minimum t statistics for all of the data series under the assumption of normal ARMA(p, q) errors. The salient feature of these critical values is that they are all uniformly larger (in absolute value) than the corresponding average asymptotic critical values. At the 5% level, the Model (A) finitesample critical values range from -5.12 to -5.38, the average of which is 9.2% larger (in absolute value) than the corresponding asymptotic critical value. At the same level, the Model (B) finite-sample critical value is -4.84 and the Model (C) finite-sample critical values are -5.63 and -5.68. These finite-sample critical values are 9.0% and 11.8% larger (in absolute value), respectively, than their corresponding asymptotic values. For the Model (A) series, the difference between the finite-sample and asymptotic critical values abates for the series with larger sample sizes. For the two Model (C) series, however, the critical values are nearly identical even though the sample size for the real-wage series is 71 and the sample size for the common-stock-price series is 100. Furthermore, for the series with comparable sample sizes, the finite-sample distributions generated from different ARMA models are fairly similar. The latter result suggests that the ADF methodology works fairly well in finite samples for our data set.
(We note that the finite-sample distributions of our test statistics are sensitive to the procedure used to de- termine k, the number of lags of first differences of the and .005, whereas the asymptotic p value is .003 and data used in the regressions (1')-(3'). In particular, the p value computed from the random-k distribution when k is fixed at some value, say k*, for each tentative is .017.) choice of the break fraction h instead of being allowed
Using the finite-sample distributions of the Model to vary, the fixed-k finite-sample distributions of the (A) t statistics, the actual sizes of the asymptotic 5% minimum t statistics are much closer to the appropriate tests range from 10.7% to 16.0%, producing an average asymptotic distributions than the random-k finitesize distortion of 8.2%. The size of the Model (B) sample distributions. Furthermore, this result obtains asymptotic 5% test is 13.6%, and the average size for regardless of the value of k* chosen for k* 5 8 for the the model (C) t statistics is 16.0%. These size distortions Nelson and Plosser data and k* 5 12 for the postwar are presented graphically in Figure 1 , where we see that quarterly real-GNP data. For example, the 1%, 2.5%, the finite-sample densities of the minimum t statistics 5%, and 10% points based on 5,000 repetitions of the are shifted to the left of the asymptotic densities of the fixed-k distributions for the nominal-GNP series are minimum t statistics. GNP series are correct, we can use the Monte Carlo -4.88, -4.60. These percentage points are, on avergenerated finite-sample distributions of our test statisage over k*, 10% smaller in absolute value than the tics to test these series for a unit root. From the prerandom-k percentage points reported in Table 9 , panel ceding discussion, we know that the asymptotic tests are A. The p values for nominal GNP computed from the too liberal, allowing us to reject the unit-root null too preceding four fixed-k distributions are .005, .003, .005, often. This effect can be seen graphically in Figure 2 , which shows the finite-sample 5% critical values lying of the series exhibit mild negative skewness. The estiabove the corresponding asymptotic critical values. Usmated kurtosis values for real GNP, industrial producing the finite-sample distributions, we can no longer tion, and employment are only slightly larger than 3 reject the unit-root null at the 5% level for the em-(the kurtosis for a standard normal random variable), ployment, nominal-wage, and common-stock-price sewhereas the values for nominal GNP, nominal wages, ries. On the other hand, we can reject the unit root null and common-stock prices are considerably larger than at the 1% level for the industrial-production series, we 3. [For a sequence of iid normal random variables, the can reject the null at the 2.5% level for the nominalsample kurtosis has standard error equal to (241T)1'2. GNP series, and we can reject the null at the 5% level Using this formula, the estimated kurtosis values for for the real-GNP series. The p values computed from the nominal GNP, nominal wages, and common-stock the preceding finite-sample distributions are presented, prices are 4.3, 2.3, and 5.7 standard deviations larger for comparison with the previous asymptotic results, in than the kurtosis values of a normal random variable.] column 4 of Table 7 . Thus, after endogenizing the Hence there is some evidence of leptokurtosis for some breakpoint selection procedure and correcting for smallof the series. sample biases, we do not reject the unit-root hypothesis A plausible family of distributions close to the normal for 8 of the 11 series for which Perron rejects the hybut with thicker tails is the Student-t family with df. pothesis. In accordance with Perron, however, we do To determine the appropriate degrees of freedom, we reject the unit-root null for the real-GNP, nominaluse a modified method-of-moments approach. In par-GNP, and industrial-production series.
For the preceding series for which we do reject the 
Quarterly real GNP Common stock prices
To assess the normality assumption, Table 10 gives
Real wages
the estimated skewness and kurtosis values for the re-NOTE: The column labeled "Flnlte sample kurtos~s" glves the mean kurtosls value obsiduals from the optimal ARMA models for the first tamed from the finlte-sample dlstrlbution of the sample kurtosis using Student-t ARMA differences of the logarithms of the data series. Most innovation with degrees of freedom given in the adjacent column.
-- NOTE: The column labeled "df" gives the degrees of freedom of a Student-! random variable that gives the closest match between the observed sample kurtosts and the finite-sample mean kurtosis value. Percentage points are based on 1,000 repetitions.
ticular, for each series under consideration we compute by Monte Carlo the means of the sample kurtosis statistic using the appropriate ARMA(p, g) model with iid Student-t innovations for various values of 7. We then determine the t distribution for each series by finding the closest match between the observed sample kurtosis and the finite-sample mean kurtosis values. The finite-sample mean values of the sample kurtosis and the degrees of freedom of the selected t distributions are given in the third and fourth columns of Table 10 . For nominal GNP, 4 df are chosen; for nominal wages, 5 are chosen; for common-stock prices, 6; for both industrial production and real GNP, 9; and for employment, 10.
[Note that we also tried the traditional method-ofmoments approach to estimate 7 by using the fact that the kurtosis of a Student-t random variable with 7 df is 3 + 6/(7 -4). Using this method, 6 df were determined for nominal GNP and common-stock prices, 8 were chosen for nominal wages, 12 for both industrial production and employment, and 16 for real GNP. Our test conclusions based on these t distributions are the same as in the normal case.] Table 11 gives the percentage points of the finite-sample distributions of our test statistics for the preceding series. Table 7 (col. 5) reports the p values computed from these distributions. The percentage points obtained using the Student-t innovations are uniformly larger than the corresponding percentage points determined from normal innovations. Our test conclusions based on the Student-t distributions, however, remain essentially the same as in the normal case; that is, we reject the unit-root null at the 1% level for the industrialproduction series, we reject at the 5% level for the real-GNP and nominal-GNP series, and we reject at the 10% level for the common-stock-price series. We no longer reject at the 10% level for the nominal-wage series, but we are still close to rejecting because the p value is only 11.7%. Thus our rejections of the unitroot hypothesis for these series are not very sensitive to the relaxation of the normality assumption.
Last, we briefly investigate the effect that infinitevariance innovations would have on our test results, although the sample kurtosis estimates are not indicative of innovations whose tails are that fat. We compute the finite-sample distribution of our test statistic, using the parameters of the nominal-GNP series, under the assumption of ARMA errors with innovations that follow a symmetric stable distribution with characteristic exponent a. (Note that the asymptotic distribution of our test statistic given in Theorem 1 does not apply in this case because the partial sum process of the errors does not satisfy a Gaussian functional central limit theorem.) Table 12 reports the percentage points of this distribution for various values of a. From these results, we see that if the innovations have only slightly less than two moments finite (e.g., a = 1.9) one cannot reject the unit-root hypothesis at the 5% level for any of the series.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this article, we transform Perron's unit-root test that is conditional on structural change at a known point in time into an unconditional unit-root test. We also take into consideration the effects of fat-tailed innovations on the performance of the tests. Our analysis is motivated by the fact that the breakpoints used by Perron are data dependent and plots of drifting unitroot processes often are very similar to plots of processes that are stationary about a broken trend for some breakpoint. The null hypothesis that we believe is of most interest is a unit-root process without any exogenous structural breaks, and the relevant alternative hypothesis is a trend-stationary process with possible structural change occurring at an unknown point in time.
We systematically address the effects of endogenizing the breakpoint selection procedure on the asymptotic distributions and finite-sample distributions of Perron's test statistics for a unit root. Using our estimated breakpoint asymptotic distributions, we find less conclusive evidence against the unit-root hypothesis than Perron found for many of the data series. We reverse his conclusions for 5 of the 11 Nelson and Plosser series for which he rejected the unit-root hypothesis at the 5% level, and we reverse his unit-root rejection for the postwar quarterly real-GNP series. When we take into consideration small-sample biases and the effects of fattailed (but not infinite-variance) innovations, we reverse his conclusions for 3 more of the Nelson and Plosser series.
The reversals of some of Perron's results should not be construed as providing evidence for the unit-root null hypothesis, because the power of our test against Perron's trend-stationary alternatives is probably low for small to moderate changes in the trend functions. Rather, the reversals should be viewed as establishing that there is less evidence against the unit-root hypothesis for many of the series than the results of Perron indicate. On the other hand, for some of the series (industrial production, nominal GNP, and real GNP), we reject the unit-root hypothesis even after endogenizing the breakpoint selection procedure and accounting for moderately fat-tailed errors. For these series, our results provide stronger evidence against the unit-root hypothesis than that given by Perron.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM
One way to establish the convergence result in the theorem is to first show that the finite dimensional distributions of tAi(A), indexed by A, converge; that is, for any finite number J of A values one must show that Establishing the finite-dimensional convergence of t,;(A) is trivial given Perron's results. Showing tightness, however, is a difficult task. We avoid the problem of establishing tightness by using a different method of proof from the "fidi plus tightness" method. The method we use appeals directly to the continuous mapping theorem (CMT). The idea is to express the test statistic in the theorem as a functional, say g(. , ., ., ., of the partial a ) , sum process X,(.), a rescaled version of the deterministic regressors ZT(. , the process T-'12ZlZT(. ,tl T)e,, a ) , the average squared innovations a$, and an estimate s2(.) of the error variance. If we have joint weak convergence of the process (X,(.), ZT(. , .), T-li2CTZ,(. ,tl T)e,, a$, s2(.))' to a process (W(.), Z(., .), JhZ(. , r)dW(r), u2, u21(.))' and if g is continuous with respect to (W(.), Z(., .), JhZ(., r)dW(r), u2, a21(.))' on a set C with p{(W(.), Z(., .), $AZ(., r)dW(r), a 2 , u21(.))' E C} = 1, then g(Xd.), Z d . , .), T-112ZlZA., tlT)e,, 4 , s2(.)) +g(W(.), Z(., .), JAZ(., r)dW(r), u2, u21 Throughout what follows, "3" denotes weak convergence (with respect to a specified metric) and "=" denotes equivalence in distribution. For notational convenience, we shall often denote W(r) by W. Similarly, we shall often write integrals with respect to Lebesgue measure such as JAW(r)dr as JAW.
We consider least squares regressions of the form
for Models i = A, B, and C. The vector zf,(A) encompasses the deterministic components of the regression equation, and it depends explicitly on the location of the break fraction and the sample size. For example, in Model (A) we have z;l,(A)' = (1, t, DU,(A)), where DU,(A) = 1 if t > TA and 0 otherwise.
Let ZT(A, r) = denote a rescaled version G~Z [~~] ,(A) of the deterministic regressors, where 6;. is a diagonal matrix of weights. For each i = A, B, C, there is a nonrandom function Z(A, r) such that q., .) + Z(., .) as T + x with respect to a metric d*. By definition, d*(Z;(., .), Zi(., .)) is the maximum of the uniform metric distances between the elements of the vector-valued function Z',(., .) and those of Zi(., .), unless the elements are DULTrl(A) and its limit du(A, r) = l ( r > A). In the latter case, the metric distance between these two elements is taken to be a hybrid uniformlL2 metric du(., a ) Note that it is possible to circumvent the use of the hybrid metric d* by writing the test statistic of interest as a continuous function g of the same terms as previously but excluding ZA., .). We do not do so, because the resulting expressions are excessively lengthy.
The coefficient $(A) and its t statistic are invariant with respect to the value of the drift p in the null model (6). Therefore, without loss of generality, we set p = 0 in (6).
The normalized bias for testing the null hypothesis a ' = 1 is given by and the t statistic for testing a' = 1 is given by Lemma A.1. T-'I2ZrZT(., tlT)e, j aJAZ(. ,r)dW(r) (using the uniform metric).
Proof. The individual components of the vector T-'I2ZrZAA, tlT)e, are T-'"ZTe,, T-312ZTtet, and T-lI2ZTTA] + ,e,, respectively. By straightforward manipulations, we may express the preceding sums as functions of XT; that is, T-'I2ZFet = aXT(l), T-3'2Zrte, = a(XT(1) -J%,(r)dr), and T-l"CTTAl+ let = a(XT(1) -XT(A)). By joint convergence and the CMT, we have that (T-'I2ZTZT(., tlT)e,) 3 (aW(l), a(W(1) -JAW), a(W(1) -W(.)))' = aJiZ(., r)dW(r).
Note that the convergence result of Lemma A . l holds jointly with XA.) j W(.). Furthermore, using arguments similar to those used later it can be shown that s2(A) = a2+ opA(l). Since ZA., .) has the degenerate limiting distribution Z(., .), and a; and s2(.) have the degenerate limit distributions a2and a21(.), where I(.) is the constant function equal to 1 for all A E A, it follows that (XA.), ZA., .), T-lnZTZA., tlT)e,, a;, s2(.))' converges weakly to (W(.), Z(., .), JAZ(., r)dW(r), a 2 , a21(.))' (using the uniform metric on the first, third, and fifth elements of this vector function, the d* metric on the second element, and the Euclidean metric on the fourth). Hence the desired result follows from the CMT provided that (A.2) defines a continuous functional with probability 1with respect to the limit process (W(.), Z(., .), JAZ(., r)dW(r), a 2 , a21(.))'. In what follows, continuity is defined using the uniform metric on every space of functions considered except that which contains ZA., .) and Z(., .), for which d* is used.
We prove the continuity of g in a series of steps. The first step establishes continuity of HI at (W, Z) and H2 at (W, Z, JAZ(., r)dW(r), a2) a s . From (A.6) we see that H2[aW, Z, JAZ(., r)dW(r), a2](A) is similarly defined with the addition of the terms W(1), JAZ(A, r)dW(r), and a 2 . Continuity of H I with respect to (W, Z) and H2 with respect to (W, 2, JAZ(., r)dW(r), a2) follows from continuity of each of the preceding functions, with respect to (W, Z) [(W, Z, JAZ(., r)dW(r), a2)] with W-probability 1 provided each function is bounded over A with W-probability 1-that is, provided sup,,,lJAZ(~, r)W(r)drl < w with probability 1 and likewise for the other functions. Let JAZZ' = J;Z(A, r)Z(A, r)'dr. With the possible exception of (JAZZ1)-', it is easy to verify the boundedness over A with W-probability 1 of each of the preceding functions. The function (JAZZ') -' is bounded over A provided infA,,det(J;ZZ1) > 0. Since det(JAZZ1) = (11 3)(1 -A) -(1/4)(1 -A2)2 -(1/4)(1 -A)A2 + (11 4)(1 -A)(l -A2) -(1/3)(1 -A)2, infA,,det(J;ZZf) > 0 if A is a closed subset of (0, I), which we assume.
Next, we show continuity of the map (W, Z) + (JAZZ1)-' (using the metric on the domain given by the maximum of the d* metric for Z and the uniform metric for W and using the uniform metric on the range). We have Since W and w are continuous functions with probability 1 on the compact set [O, 11, sup,,,,,,,^ W(r) + ~( r ) l < with probability 1 and continuity follows on a set with W-probability 1. Similar proofs to those just given establish the continuity of the maps (W, Z) + JAZ(A, r)W(r)dr and (W, Z) + $AZ(A, r)dW(r) with W-probability 1, using the fact that the latter function can be written as an explicit function of W(.) as in the proof of Lemma A. This implies that these increments are not independent, which is a contradiction. Hence we conclude that A, = 0 with probability 1 and the desired result follows.
Lemma A.4. The function h* defined in (A.3) is continuous at all functions m on A (using the uniform metric on its domain and the Euclidean metric on its range). The proof of the theorem follows from Lemmas A. 1-A.4, the continuity of a composition of continuous functions, and the CMT. The expression for the limit distribution given in the theorem may be verified by using the integral representations of H, [uW, Z] (.) and H2[aW, Z, $;Z(., r)dW(r), u2](.) described in the preceding remark.
APPENDIX 6: CONSTRUCTION OF TABLES OF CRITICAL VALUES
This appendix details the approach used to approximate the limiting distributions in Theorem 1. It is instructive to outline the steps of the approximation since our methodology for approximating the limiting distributions differs slightly from the procedure used by Perron. First, we generate N = 1,000 iid N(0, 1) random variables, {e,), and form the (N x 1) vector of partial sums, S. Then for each value of A = jlN, where j runs from 2 to 999, we create the data matrix X'(A) = (Z'(A), S-,), where Zi(A) contains the deterministic components of the regressions, and construct the projection residual vectorSi(A) = (I -Xi(A)(X'(A)'X(A))-'X(A)')S for each Model i = A, B, C. We then form sample moments that converge as N + m to the functions of the standardized Wiener processes that are involved in the expressions in the theorem; that is, we form N-'C;NSi(A),-,e, ( 3 J;Wi(A; r)dW as N + m) and N-2C;NSi(A):-( 3 J;W(A; r)2dr as N + m). Using these values, we form the approximate expressions for the limiting distributions of the statistics for a fixed value of A-for example, t,,(A) = (N-2C;N,C?(Af-l)-112 X (N-'ZYSi(A),-,e,). We do this for each value of A = jl N for 1 < j < N , and from these N -2 expressions we define A: , , to be the value of A that minimizes the preceding expression. The test statistic approximations evaluated at these values of A give the corresponding approximate limiting distributions of the test statistics. This process gives us one observation from the asymptotic distributions of the test statistics. We repeat this process 5,000 times and obtain the critical values for
